RELAX Alternatives to Anger: Examining the Experiences of Latino Adults in an Anger Management Program
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Anger Management Education (AME) is a growing genre of Family Life Education and Extension that shows promise in helping individuals manage the frequency and intensity of their anger. The majority of research using AME, however, has primarily examined outcomes from high-risk populations such as incarcerated populations, delinquent youth, and couples in relationship duress. This study examines the perceived benefits and experiences of 36 Latino adult participants in the RELAX: Alternatives to Anger family life education program. Five themes emerged using data from five focus group interviews depicting positive evaluative findings among participants, including (1) anger management strategies, (2) understanding anger, (3) improved relationships, (4) social support, and (5) cultural influence of anger. Implications for developing and implementing AME programming for Latino audiences are described.
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**Introduction**

Anger management education [AME] is an increasing area of family life education [FLE] that has gained renewed interest in recent years. Originated as part of cognitive behavioral therapy, AME has developed into an independent educational genre showing promise in helping individuals manage the frequency and intensity of their anger (Pierce, Pierce, & Gies, 2013). Although anger expression does not necessarily lead to aggression, studies indicate that increased anger leads to acts of outward aggression, increased stress, emotional trauma, drug and
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alcohol abuse, and family violence (DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2006). Alternatively, scholars note the importance of anger as a healthy means of expressing important emotions, but these expressions must be conveyed appropriately (Pierce et al., 2013).

Evaluative data from meta-analyses of anger management interventions have consistently demonstrated at least moderate effectiveness among both non-clinical and psychiatric populations (Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018). The majority of AME programs have historically targeted at-risk populations that primarily include incarcerated individuals (Breiner, Tuomisto, Bouyea, Gussak., & Aufderheide, 2012; Nelson & Olcott, 2006), delinquent youth (Ang, Huan, Chua, & Lim, 2012; Brännström, Kaunitz, Andershed, South, & Smedslund, 2016; Raval, Raval, & Becker, 2012; Walker & Bowes, 2013), and other therapeutic samples and services (Hosseini, Mokhberi, Mohammadpour, Mehrabianfard, & Lashak, 2011; Mackintosh et al., 2014; Morland et al., 2010). Although important, these programs often focus on a clinical intervention approach to managing anger-related and aggressive behaviors (Yekta, Zamani, Parand, & Zardkhaneh, 2011). Today, few AME programs have been developed and evaluated for broader low-risk adult audiences in non-therapeutic settings (Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018).

Non-clinical AME programs are often provided as group-formatted educational experiences, which generally serve as a preventative measure taken prior to more intense intervention or therapeutic approaches. To the authors’ knowledge, relatively few non-clinical AME programs target ethnically diverse populations. Those that do are generally included in broader educational programming efforts such as responsible fatherhood or relationship education programming (Anderson et al., 2013). The majority of evaluated AME that serves ethnically diverse populations comes from incarcerated or high-risk clinical samples (Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018). This focus limits our understanding of how AME can be used as a preventative strategy, particularly among minority populations who are considered ‘low-risk’ for clinical interventions. With the growing number of minority populations within the United States, scholars and practitioners are consistently calling for the evaluation of FLE programs among diverse audiences (Duncan & Goddard, 2016). These study results are intended to feed curricular adaptations and development efforts for culturally appropriate programming among ethnically diverse and non-English speaking audiences (Davis & Rankin, 2006). Given that Latinos are the largest minority group in the United States, the purpose of this study was to examine the benefits and experiences of non-clinical, Latino adult participants in an FLE anger management program.

Literature Review

The majority of AME programming today shares a common mission to teach anger management strategies as preventive or intervention methods among those at-risk for negative anger consequences (Thomas, 2001). Most commonly, this includes targeted programming to inmate populations, delinquent school-aged children, and those under relationship duress (Howells & Day, 2003). AME content primarily focuses on defining types of anger, coping strategies,
identifying underlying causes of anger, anger management strategies, and appropriate reactions to stress and anger (Dowden & Serin, 2001; Howells & Day, 2003; Margolin, 1979). Most anger management interventions are provided in two formats: 1) independent programming that focuses on anger management techniques and skills, and 2) integrated programming within other intervention efforts such as couple therapy or relationship education programming (Deffenbacher, Oetting, & DiGiuseppe, 2002).

Evaluative findings of AME’s effectiveness suggest that participants can acquire a diverse set of skills and benefits. These include increased verbal reasoning and communication, constructive anger management, improved conflict resolution skills, emotional stability, family life, and reduced anger, stress, and violence levels (Fetsch, Yang, & Pettit, 2008; Percival, 2010; Pish, Clark-Jones, Eschbach, & Tiret, 2016; Watt & Howells, 1999). These benefits tend to vary based on the population and setting in which AME is implemented. For example, AME is commonly implemented in prisons and has been shown to improve anger control, greater self-awareness, and improved violent behaviors (Percival, 2010). However, these programs may be less effective when used in other settings where anger and aggression may be less prevalent or intense (e.g., public schools, therapy) (Dowden & Serin, 2001).

Anger Management Education among Latino Populations

Latinos are currently the largest minority group in the U.S., with more than 17% of the total population being of Hispanic or Latino origin compared to approximately 14% African American, and 10% identifying as another ethnic group (e.g., Asian, Native American). Latino populations are the fastest-growing ethnic group in the United States, with future projections suggesting a 115% increase in the Latino U.S. population by 2060 (Colby & Ortman, 2015). Due to these evolving demographic changes, scholars are emphasizing the need to understand the unique needs and experiences of this growing population (Herrmann & McWhirter, 2003).

Latinos differ significantly from their Caucasian, non-Hispanic counterparts. Among the most commonly noted differences are the likelihood of recently immigrating, greater racial and ethnic discrimination, and living in poverty (Foulkes & Schafft, 2010). In general, Latino populations maintain strong cultural ties to their country of origin, are religious, and hold strong traditional family values and cultural norms (i.e., *machismo*) (Parra-Cardona & Busby, 2006). One such value is *familism*, which refers to the strong family cultural ties that prioritize child and family needs over individual desires. This further validates the collectivistic nature of Latino populations, emphasizing community and extended family over individual needs (Sabogal, Marin, Otero-Sabogal, Marin, & Perez-Stable, 1987). These unique cultural values influence daily behaviors and traditions of Latino families including the parenting, work-family responsibilities, and gender roles they sustain. These differences have led family life scholars and practitioners to adapt existing, or develop new, family life programming to incorporate these unique cultural qualities (Domenech-Rodriguez, Baumann, & Schwartz, 2011).
Recent efforts to develop FLE for Latino audiences include efforts to increase programming among minority inmate populations and recent fatherhood and relationship education initiatives (Taylor, 2010). These programs generally include substantive AME content and are used in conjunction with other FLE content to collectively improve targeted outcomes such as decreased violent behaviors or improved healthy couple relationships (Dion, Zaveri, & Holcomb, 2015; Levesque, Johnson, & Prochaska, 2017; Lucier-Greer, Adler-Baeder, Harcourt, & Gregson, 2014). The most extensive literature focusing on ethnic minority participants in AME comes from imprisoned populations reporting reduced levels of anger and conflict in post-program evaluations (Henwood, Chou, & Browne, 2015; Rios, 2007). Although these findings show promise in improving targeted outcomes, incarcerated populations are unique in that they experience greater levels of anger, trauma, and exhibit more violent behaviors compared to non-incarcerated populations (Bahrami, Mazaheri, & Hasanzadeh, 2016). Therefore, the experiences and impacts of these participants in AME cannot be easily generalized to broader audiences.

Among relationship, fatherhood, and parenting education programs, increased efforts to adapt content to serve Latino audiences is well underway. These programs, although not AME specific, provide couple and parent-child relationship educational content that often includes healthy communication and anger management components (e.g., Prevention and Relationship Education Program) (Anderson et al., 2013). Additionally, these programs play an important role in developing best practices in FLE, including how to appropriately serve Latino audiences by incorporating culturally appropriate content into existing curriculum (e.g., Skogrand, Barrios-Bell, & Higginbotham, 2009). Among these programs, several large-scale efforts targeting low-income and Latino minority population groups show significant improvements in relationship quality, communication, and other positive family outcomes (e.g., Reck, 2013). However, it is difficult to determine what role AME content plays in the positive outcomes of these programs because it is commonly integrated with other relationship and parent education information (Fetsch et al., 2008).

**Study Purpose**

This study examines the experiences of Latinos in an AME program targeted toward a general audience as a non-clinical relationship education and prevention strategy. Current gaps in extant literature exist among AME targeting general diverse populations, particularly Latino audiences that are not at high-risk for anger, violence, or in relationship duress. Study results of FLE among ethnically diverse groups are needed to add understanding for future curricular adaptations and development efforts (Davis & Rankin, 2006). The research questions for this study were (1) What are the perceived benefits of RELAX as reported by Latino participants; and (2) What are the experiences of Latino adults in RELAX.
Methods

This study examined the perceived benefits and experiences of Latino adults who participated in the RELAX: Alternatives to Anger FLE program (RELAX) in a Midwestern state. RELAX is a four-module program generally provided in small- and large-group formats to adult audiences (Michigan State University Extension, 2012). The title of RELAX is an acronym. Each letter represents one of the core concepts of the program: R-recognizing your anger signals; E-empathizing; L-listening; A-accepting; and X-x-ing out the past. The overarching goal of the program is to actively engage adult participants in gaining knowledge and skills to constructively deal with anger. The course is provided in English and Spanish.

Participants

The sample for this study consisted of 36 Latino adults who completed the RELAX program. Participants for this study were gathered from a convenience sample (Etikan, Musa, & Alkassim, 2016) of adults who chose to attend post-program focus group interviews held at the end of the last session of the RELAX course. Five focus group sessions were conducted at different locations across a Midwestern state during a six-month period. Participants were recruited to the RELAX course by invitation using listservs from Spanish-speaking program instructors. A light meal was served during each focus group, and all participants were given a $20 gift card to a local grocery store at the completion of the focus group. Focus group participant ages ranged from 30 to 93 with an average age of 50. Three focus groups consisted of all female participants, and two focus groups were mixed male/female. Of the 36 participants, 83% identified as female (n = 30), 13% identified as male (n = 5), and one chose not to report. Thirty-four participants identified as Hispanic/Latino Non-White, one as Hispanic/Latino White, and one chose not to report. For educational attainment, 47% of participants reported completing junior high school (n = 17), 19% completed high school or Graduate Equivalency Degree (GED) (n = 7), 8% reported completing some college (n = 3), 8% reported completing an Associate’s degree (n = 3), 5% reported completing a postgraduate degree (n = 2), and four chose not to report. Sixty-four percent reported they had not received food stamp benefits in the past 12 months (n = 23), 28% reported having received food stamp benefits in the past year (n = 10), and three participants chose not to report. RELAX courses in this study were taught in Spanish by Latino instructors, or in one case, translated by a Spanish interpreter. All focus group sessions were conducted in Spanish.

Data Collection

One Spanish-speaking instructor from the state’s university Cooperative Extension program oversaw the implementation of the focus group interview sessions. An inductive and interactive process of data collection was used to capture the perceived benefits and experiences of focus group participants and develop meaningful themes (Nastasi & Schensul, 2005). Focus group
interviews were audiorecorded, transcribed verbatim, and translated by a member of the research team prior to data analyses.

Focus group interviews were conducted using pre-arranged, open-ended questions. These questions were used to guide participants into an in-depth discussion about the benefits and experiences they had as part of the RELAX course. Questions centered around participants’ experiences, the course’s effectiveness in addressing appropriate AME content as it relates to Latino populations, positive and negative experiences, and changes for future implementation. When appropriate, the interviewer asked clarifying and follow-up questions.

Data Analyses

Researchers were trained in the qualitative analysis procedures prior to the beginning of the analyses of this study to ensure consistency between researchers (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Fram, 2013; Nowell, Norris, White, & Moules, 2017). The procedures used to conduct the thematic analyses for this study were described by Bogdan and Biklen (2007). This process incorporates a deductive-inductive approach to analyses and interpretation of data as well as grounded theory principles (Fram, 2013). This approach includes the reading and rereading of study transcripts to gain a ‘totality’ of participants’ perceptions, then identifies common themes that emerge from the data. Researchers read and reread the study transcripts. Researchers then collectively developed coding categories and themes based on the reoccurrence of participants’ responses. When needed, researchers referred to the data to ensure appropriate meaning of participants’ responses. Researchers coded transcripts independently of one another. Qualitative analysis software, NVivo 10 (QSR International, 2016), was used to individually code transcribed interviews. When completed, researchers compared codes to ensure validity of the data. Any code having less than 85% agreement between researchers as identified by the NVivo 10 comparison analyses was reviewed to ensure the accurate understanding of the data.

Five researchers served as coders. Two had advanced degrees relevant to FLE and Extension and led the data analysis process. Each researcher was trained in qualitative coding procedures by the lead researcher who had experience in analyzing and publishing qualitative research. Two of the researchers were of Latino descent, spoke Spanish, and provided cultural guidance to the research team.

Findings

This study included two major research questions: (1) what are the perceived benefits of RELAX as reported by Latino participants, and (2) what are the experiences of Latino participants in RELAX. The major themes found for the first research question of this study included (1) anger management strategies, (2) understanding anger, and (3) improved relationships. The major themes found for the second research question of this study included (1) social support and (2)
cultural influence of anger. Major themes and subsequent subthemes are organized in order of greatest prevalence with supportive quotes to illustrate the theme.

RQ1: Anger management strategies (60 References)

The most common theme found among participants reporting on the benefits they experienced from RELAX was how it provided participants with an opportunity to gain anger management skills and strategies. As one participant stated, “This class helped me learn how to control my anger in a higher way” [Female, age 38]. Others described learning about anger as “a process” in which they did not know prior to taking the course. As stated by one woman, “it is a process. Like we say, there are obstacles that we have to overcome. Find a solution and don’t stay with the problem” [Female, age 36].

Some participants provided specific examples of AME content that were beneficial to them. This resulted in four subthemes related to anger management strategies. These subthemes are presented in order of highest prevalence.

**Calming mechanisms.** The most common anger management strategy referenced by participants was learning about calming mechanisms. Calming mechanisms refer to participants learning how to lower their anger levels. The most common strategies identified by participants included deep breathing, counting, listening to music, being alone (e.g., taking a time out), distracting oneself, reading, walking, going outside, going for a ride, and finding a physical outlet (e.g., hitting something). One strategy noted by one participant as an example was reading: “One thing that I am learning now is reading. This is a way to get distracted. It has been working for me. It takes away all the ire I have inside of me” [Male, age 35].

Using calming techniques allowed participants to prepare for future solutions. For example, one woman stated, “Relax, count, then do what you have to do. When you are relaxed, without so many things in her head, you think better” [Female, age 53]. Another woman stated,

> How can I find solutions [to my anger]? We were given the tools to find solutions and to take a time out. So, I can calm down, analyze myself, and think things through instead of thinking, “Let me put my boxing gloves on.” [Female, age 31]

Some participants described using visual aids from the course to remind themselves to stay calm. For example, one participant said,

> What has particularly helped me is the balloon. I keep it in my living room, and every time I look at it, it reminds me not to blow up. It reminds me [to pause], [think] ‘okay,’ walk or read. In other words [find] alternatives. [Female, age 36]
The balloon, in this example, represented how anger can build-up and eventually pop if not appropriately diffused. Other participants reflected on their youth or referenced seeing other family members’ strategies to calm down, such as

When we were at home, and we were all little, we got mad at each other. Daddy would say, “Go outside. Go around the house until you get tired, then come inside and tell your brother or sister you love them.” That is what daddy would tell us. [Female, age 69]

**Communication.** The second most common anger management strategy learned by participants was healthy communication skills. Participants often expressed an appreciation for learning that it is ‘okay’ to communicate about their anger, breaking a strong stigma that they had previously held that it was bad or inappropriate to express such feelings. As one woman stated, “I thought that getting mad was bad, and reacting to anger was bad. But no, anger is not bad; it is something normal” [Female, age 40]. This normalization of anger provided a sense of relief to participants, in part because this stigma is reflected within the Latino community. As stated by one woman,

Like they told us in the first class, anger is a feeling. We just have to recognize it to prevent things from happening. [If we don’t talk about our anger], the anger gets worse, and it creates a big ball because we do not talk about it, not at all. It is not something that we can say, ‘Oh let’s go to an anger class because I am very mad.’ [Female, age 54]

Once participants felt it was okay to talk about anger, they then expressed how this class allowed them to open up, to think, and communicate about their anger. For example, one man stated, “[This class] opened my mind more. I can listen to others and see what their opinion is. This is something that I am learning, and I did not know before” [Male, age 35]. Participants repeatedly expressed their increased ability to effectively communicate with others because of the course. As stated by another participant, “I think that this is what I needed. I am in a moment when I need to know how to dialogue with another person.” This included learning appropriate body language, voice tone, and effective listening. In discussing these, one woman provided an example of how she now speaks with her children: “If you do not look at their face, they will not pay attention to you. Before, I would not listen to them. Now what I do is I get close to them instead of turning my back and yelling” [Female, age 36].

**Empathy.** The third most common anger management strategy discussed by participants was learning empathy, that is, seeing themselves in another's shoes or taking on another's point of view. When asked what the best part of the class was, some participants stated specifically, “being empathetic” [Male, age 34]. In the RELAX course, empathy is taught in several lessons, but one, in particular, was referenced several times. In this lesson, anger is described as a ‘secondary emotion,’ meaning that anger precedes another emotion. For example, one may yell thereby seeming to express anger; however, this individual may, in fact, be scared or insecure.
Learning to empathize with others in a given situation and identify the ‘real’ emotion was an important lesson learned by participants. As expressed by one woman,

Sometimes we think people are mad, but they are tired. Sometimes when I see someone, I think to myself, “I do not like her because she is mean.” But maybe she has a problem, and that is why she is mean. Instead, I should see if there is something I can do to help them. [Female, age 40]

Another woman gave an example of empathy in discussing a recent car accident:

I had a car accident the other day. My car was destroyed completely. But why, because one person was careless, they passed a red light and hit us. In that moment, I was not angry; I was scared for my kids. Then I saw the young boy who hit us; he was trembling, all scared, and almost hysterical. I started to put myself in his shoes and said to myself, I would be the same. This could have been my son. Maybe he is by himself; he does not have his parents here with him. In that moment, I was in a different world, not mine. After this happened, when a car passes by me really fast now, instead of getting mad, I think to myself “Bless them.” For me, personally, that is the attitude I am taking now, and it is helping me. [Female, age 36]

**Think before acting.** The final subtheme discussed by participants was learning to stop and think prior to acting, particularly when upset. Sometimes this included using calming strategies like deep breathing, which would give them time to “think things [through] before taking negative action” [Female, age 52]. This reflective time was described as a means to avoid the potential negative consequences, such as “going to jail” [Female, age 43]. As stated by one woman,

It helps us reflect on if we are doing this wrong and try to improve. There is always an opportunity to improve every day. It does not matter how bad we have been; there is always a first time. [Female, age 53]

This expression of optimism in improving their behavior was reflective of others. As noted, “If we are conscious, and start practicing the things [we learned] on how we can control our anger, we will not make our anger worse. We will try to do it [better]” [Female, age 40].

**RQ1: Understanding Anger (52 References)**

The second major theme participants described when referring to the RELAX program was the knowledge they gained about themselves and their anger processes. Because of the course, participants were able to recognize and work through their anger. Participants accomplished this in two ways: (1) recognition of their anger and (2) physical reactions to anger.
**Recognition of anger.** Learning to recognize their anger was an important lesson learned by participants. For some, the course became a time of personal reflection about who they are and what role anger plays in their lives. In describing the best part of the course, one woman stated, “[Getting to] know yourself and how our anger can go down” [Female, age 36]. Another stated, “We now know the reality of our anger, and how it is a big thing in our lives” [Female, 51]. This realization was important in learning to manage anger. As stated by one participant, “Anger is from us” [Female, age 53]; therefore, they are responsible for managing their anger.

An important lesson of the RELAX program is to help participants define anger. Anger is a feeling. This was an important lesson expressed by many participants. As one participant expressed, “Anger is a feeling, and we can handle it in different ways without hurting others” [Female, age 38]. Participants further expressed anger as a complex construct, which includes many emotions. As one woman explained,

> We have never been taught how to express our feelings by name. In the exercise about talking about our feelings, it was hard for us to express another word but mad. [Anger], it is not just one, two, or three emotions, but more than 50. [Female, age 31]

Once participants were able to describe anger as being a part of them, they often explained the importance of being actively aware of their anger. In referring to individuals outside of the RELAX course, one participant stated, “One does not pay attention to if, or when, they get mad” [Female, age 36]. Another noted, “Because we do not take time to go to programs, we do not take time to see [our anger]. But, if we become more conscious, we can take our anger and say, ‘Okay, I have this because I am recognizing it’” [Female, age 36]. Gaining an awareness of their anger and making a conscious decision to be aware of it was a concept some participants had not considered before. As expressed by one individual, “I liked learning what makes me mad, because before I would get mad and I did not know why” [Female, age 43].

As a result of recognizing their anger, participants explained that they were now able to identify where they needed to improve. This, at times, was expressed through gratitude for the class, as stated by one participant, “Thank you for giving me the opportunity to learn, and to recognize where we are wrong, and what we have to work on” [Male, age 34].

**Physical reactions to anger.** Throughout the focus groups, participants discussed ways in which they reacted to anger both before and after attending RELAX. Many of these descriptions related directly to anger management skills learned through the program, such as calming strategies, effective communication, etc. Additionally, however, participants described learning that anger and stress are interconnected and may be presented through physical symptoms.

Many participants in the program were unaware of the physical symptoms and anger, such as headaches, aches and pains, and sleep deprivation, to name a few. This knowledge was impactful to several participants. As described by one woman, “I was always tired or had a
headache. I would ask myself ‘Why?’ Now, I realize that every time I am angry or stressed, my body reminds me” [Female, age 36]. Several participants expressed experiencing physical implications either because of, or in conjunction with, anger and stress. Participants, therefore, learned that if they could remain aware of their bodies, they could better identify when they are angry or stressed. These physical symptoms served as a reminder to address the real cause of the symptoms. As explained by one participant, “Sometimes we get mad. We do not pay attention to our body, and then your back hurts, your head hurts, your stomach hurts. Sometimes you think something got you sick, but nothing got you sick, it was your anger” [Female, age 36].

**RQ1: Improved Relationships (44 References)**

The third major theme expressed by participants was improving relationships. As stated by one participant, “Mexicans need a lot of information regarding anger to improve our community, our kids, and the family” [Female, age 46]. The desire to improve family relationships, as well as the larger community, seemed to be a strong belief among most participants and served as a motivation to implement the lessons learned from the RELAX course. As stated by one participant, “There are people that have not received this information. This can help them not only with this type of problem but with many other things” [Female, age 77]. Although not explicitly stated, participants seemed to hold a sense of responsibility to share the lessons they learned with others. This was particularly apparent when participants discussed teaching their children and breaking negative habits they had learned from their parents. As stated by one participant, “[Taking this course is important because] we can educate our kids better when they are younger. Like when our parents did us different, we are trying to do different for them.” This was reiterated by another participant stating, “We don’t want to repeat [the negative things] our parents did to us. We need to be ourselves and not follow our parents [bad] habits.” In discussing this major theme, two subthemes emerged. First was improving the parent-child relationship and second was improving the couple relationship.

**Parent-child relationship.** The most common familial reference described by participants when referring to improving family relationships was the parent-children relationship. The importance of using the learned skills to improve parenting practices was particularly prevalent among program participants. One strategy participants discussed was learning about the importance of being aware of and understanding their children. These lessons seemed most beneficial to participants whose children were struggling with a separation or divorce. As explained by one participant,

I have to think of the kids and their feelings. They are going through a lot of pain with the separation of their parents. It is a pain they will never overcome. As kids, [we shouldn’t] put more problems on them. They are kids, and we put a bigger weight [on them] to carry. [Learning these skills] will help make things easier.” [Female, age 42]
By implementing the lessons learned from RELAX, parents were hopeful that they could minimize their children’s distress and expressed empathy and understanding toward them. As explained by another participant in describing the struggle of co-parenting across households,

I am separated. My kids go with their father one weekend or during vacations, and they come home happy. I want them to be happy, so the first thing I ask them is ‘How did things go?’ The first thing they share with me is about the stepsister, how my ex-partner and their spouse treated them. They share with me with so much familiarity that I have to look at it as something normal. Them talking about it is okay as long as they are happy and relaxed. I feel good. [Female, age 40]

This is one example of how parents realized the importance of placing their children’s feelings above their own anger. This parent showed how she had become more aware and understanding of her children, their happiness, and as a result, can now take part in their joy rather than let her conflicting feelings about their father’s relationships interfere.

Another important lesson expressed by parents was learning to communicate better with their children. As described by one participant, the RELAX program “help[ed us] to not hurt our kids. I have always wanted to learn how I can talk to my kids without hurting them” [Female, age 54]. Others further expressed the plans to change how they communicate with their children in the future. As an example, one father stated, “I am not going to scream at my kids no more” [Male, age 69]. Some parents indicated that this harsh parenting style was cultural in nature, and the RELAX course helped them find more effective means of communicating with their children. As explained by one mother, “We bring this, the screaming, from our culture. This does not work for me with my kids. Now instead of screaming, I stop so I can look at them and pay attention. That does work for me” [Female, age 36].

One area in which participants expressed improvement in their relationships with their children was in the way they disciplined. As described in the first major theme, parents described gaining new alternatives to expressing their anger, which in turn affected how they discipline their children. For example, several participants discussed the use of spanking as a disciplinary means; however, this approach they stated was ineffective at times and would usually increase their anger. As one mother described, “When you get mad, you just want to hit them so bad [spanking], and you do not want to think about it until afterwards. So, you should think about your actions before you spank” [Female, age 40]. Because of the course, parents learned the importance of calming down and finding alternative, yet appropriate means of disciplining their children. For example, during one focus group, two participants discussed possible alternatives to spanking: “You have to take some things away from them” [Female, age 77] and “Yeah! Like if they have a phone or iPad. Take it away. Then they will say “I’m sorry” [Female, age 43].

Although improved understanding, empathy, communication, and discipline practices were the most common parenting practices discussed by participants, less prevalent practices included
having patience, giving attention, and becoming more involved in children’s lives. Furthermore, parents described the importance of setting a positive example for their children as they demonstrated ways to effectively communicate and control their anger and emotions.

**Couple relationships.** A second family relationship that was referenced by participants, but not as often as parent-child, was improving the couple relationship. Several participants recommended that the course be given to couples in romantic relationships. For example, one participant recommended, “It should be given to those in marriages; the couple together” [Female, age 52] or as another stated, “to newlyweds” [Female, age 70]. The desire for couples to participate in RELAX seemed to be linked to the benefits individuals gained within their own relationships. This was most regularly referenced by individuals discussing how they applied their newly-acquired anger management skills to their relationships. The most common skills referenced that impacted couples’ relationships included learning to control one's anger, communicating effectively, compromising, and using calming mechanisms. One participant gave an example of how her relationship improved through effective communication, stating, “They [her partner] say what they think, and you say what you think, and we can come to an agreement” [Female, age 52].

**RQ2: Social Support (28 References)**

In moving beyond the reported benefits of RELAX, Latino participants were asked about their experiences more broadly and in the context of the curriculum’s appropriateness for Latino populations. These questions led to two major themes in answer to the second research question of this study. The first of these themes was the experience of social support felt among Latino participants throughout the course. This theme goes beyond a benefit that participants received through skill-building (i.e., anger management strategies) but relates to the desire to learn and grow as part of a community.

Social support was described by participants as having developed friendships with others in the course, expressing gratitude that participants found a place to share their difficulties, listen to others and participate in conversation, and feel included as part of the larger group or class. As with most classroom experiences, this camaraderie took time to develop; however, participants seemed to relish the friendships they acquired as part of the course. As stated by one woman, “[It was hard to] interact, but then we relaxed, and we were able to open up a little more. We knew the reality of our anger and know that anger is a big thing in our life” [Female, age 38].

Participants found commonalities and support with each other as they shared their anger management struggles in the RELAX course. Having difficulty controlling anger was a shared experience by all participants in the course. When referring to the class, one woman stated, “It is very important that we have been able to express what we feel and what we have gone through.” This group communication was described as a positive experience, allowing participants to “vent” [Male, age 67] to others like themselves. Another participant stated, “This [class] is good
because we can talk about it [our experiences] with a friend” [Female, age 53]. Even though participants came from various backgrounds, as one woman stated, “We all have different points of view and different problems. [The course] was a great help to us. We are not the same person from when we initially started” [Female, age 40]. Several described going through the course together as a therapeutic process, allowing individuals to open-up and identify with others. As described by one woman, “I liked every lesson; it was like therapy” [Female, age 54].

**RQ2: Cultural Influence of Anger (8 References)**

The second theme that emerged when examining Latino participants’ reported experiences in RELAX was the cultural influence or relevance of anger within the Latino community. Although small, this theme seemed unique and significant in that several individuals described anger as not only a definable human emotion but also an inherent part of their culture. As described by one woman, “I see that a lot of our people [Latinos], it is very easy to get angry . . . We see anger as something normal and that it was inherited to us” [Female, age 36]. This idea was referenced by other participants, such as, “I think we, the Latinos, we blow up real fast with little things” [Female, age 77]. Another participant continued, “We realize that with this type of anger, we are becoming a community where we are destroying ourselves. If we continue in this state, it will take us to worse things” [Female, age 36].

Participants in this study further expanded on this idea by explaining that anger is not only seen as negative within the Latino community, but seeking help for anger problems is highly stigmatized. As stated by one participant, “In our culture, it is said that you are a bad person or it is wrong if you are mad. We are taught in our families it looks bad. In our culture, we do not talk about it [anger] at all. It is not something that we can say.” Consequently, if an individual is in need of help managing their anger, this participant explained, “One feels worse, and sometimes we think, ‘If I go [to a class], it is because I am very wrong.’”

Some participants connected the prevalence of anger within the Latino community to the broader issues of racism, discrimination, immigration status, and assimilation, all external factors that directly impact the Latino community. As an example, one man stated, “It is hard for the Latinos to relax because we are used. They get mad instantly, and it is hard to learn to relax and not show the strong anger they have” [Male, age 69]. Similarly, another man described,

> Sometimes we say they [non-Latinos] are racist, but maybe they are not racist. They do not know our culture well. Maybe it is because of the language. We do not speak it well because we are immigrants, or we fear that nobody will pay attention. [Male, age 35]

Acknowledging some of the larger systemic issues that Latinos face, this participant also offered hope and understanding in that both Latinos and non-Latinos experience anger, which is a shared experience. He continued, “If you could try to push our culture to them, and their culture to us, we can better understand each other knowing we have the same needs” [Male, age 35].
Discussion

In light of the limited research available on the experiences of Latino participants in AME, this study provides insight into the perceived benefits and experiences this population described during the RELAX course. Through qualitative focus group interviews, two research questions were answered through five major themes: (1) anger management strategies, (2) understanding anger, (3) improved relationships, (4) social support, and (5) cultural influence.

Research Question 1: Perceived Benefits of Latino Participation

For the first research question of this study, three major themes were found. In the first theme of anger management strategies, participants described the most meaningful skills they gained as a result of the RELAX course including learning calming techniques, improved communication skills, increased awareness of the importance of empathy, and starting to ‘think before they act.’ Previous research supports the importance of managing anger through learned coping techniques, which include calming down and developing appropriate reactions to stress and anger (Dowden & Serin, 2001; Howells & Day, 2003; Margolin, 1979). The findings of this study support previous research in that participants learned healthy ways of expressing strong emotions, improved verbal reasoning and emotional stability as demonstrated by participants who reported improved communication skills and increased use of empathy (Fetsch et al., 2008; Percival, 2010; Pierce et al., 2013; Reck, Higginbotham, Skogrand, & Davis, 2012).

One finding in the anger management strategies theme not addressed by previous AME literature is participants reported feeling more comfortable talking about anger. Study participants appreciated learning that anger was a normal and at-times necessary emotion. This helped debunk negative notions that they, as a person, were ‘bad’ or ‘inappropriate’ for having such feelings. This finding may be attributed to the AME course content itself, which addressed the normalcy of anger. The group structure of the course may also have contributed since this format fostered shared discussions about feelings of anger. These findings may be common among a broader AME audience; however, having the ability to express feelings of anger may be particularly important to Latino audiences based on the important cultural characteristic, simpatia.

Simpatia, meaning ‘kindness,’ emphasizes the importance of maintaining a pleasant demeanor, being agreeable, and repressing one’s anger or aggression (Applewhite, 1999). Within Latino culture, there is a tendency to avoid conflict and confrontation, thereby validating participants’ feelings that becoming angry is wrong. These feelings were conveyed by program participants in this study. The RELAX program assisted these individuals in feeling a sense of relief that it was ‘okay’ to be upset and talk about their anger and how to deal with it appropriately. The relevance of simpatia may also be relevant as participants described their hesitancy in participating in the AME course.
The second major theme related to research question one focused on participants gaining a better understanding of themselves and how they are impacted by anger. This included recognizing anger and the physical reactions to anger. Traditional AME includes content that focuses on identifying the underlying causes of anger as well as teaching appropriate reactions and coping skills to reduce stress and anger (Howells & Day, 2003; Margolin, 1979). Participants in this program similarly reported being able to define anger as a complex construct that helped them become aware of their anger. This finding supports previous literature from general AME and among inmate populations that participants can learn to manage the frequency and intensity of their anger by becoming aware of their anger management style, their physical reactions to anger, and then applying calming techniques (e.g., Pierce et al., 2013).

The third major theme for research question one focused on improving family relationships, most prominently the parent-child and couple relationships. This finding is consistent with existing evidence from clinical and adult relationship education programming reporting improved familial relationships and parent-child outcomes (Henwood et al., 2015; Stern, 1999). This suggests that AME can potentially positively impact a broad range of participants, including high-risk clinical patients as well as traditional FLE programming. Findings from this study add to current literature suggesting that Latino adults may also benefit from AME.

Evidence from this study suggesting that Latino participants experienced improved relationships as a result of RELAX may have important cultural relevance. The family is generally viewed in Latino culture as a source of joy and support and is central to one’s identity (Hofstede, 1980). Based on the cultural importance and value of the family, familism, it was not surprising to see that participants expressed children as important to their family life (Santiago-Rivera, Arredondo, & Gallardo-Cooper, 2002). Scholars have noted that Latinos often describe the parent-child relationship as more important than the couple or other familial relationships (Skogrand, Hatch, & Singh, 2008). Based on these strong cultural influences, it was not surprising to find that the most referenced relationship benefit of the RELAX program related to the parent-child relationship.

Beyond immediate family relationships, familism also includes the interdependent nature of Latino families, which emphasizes the collectivistic nature of Latino populations and the importance of the larger community over individual needs (Sabogal et al., 1987). This was reflective in this study’s findings by participants indicating a desire for the RELAX program to be offered to others within the Latino community. This idea was often expressed as a ‘passing the torch’ imagery in which participants felt a responsibility to teach others the lessons they had learned. Familism is a multi-faceted value that was depicted in many ways through participant’s responses in this study.
Research Question 2: Described Experiences of Latino Participants

The first theme related to research question two focused on increased social support. Increasing social support was not directly taught in the RELAX program; however, participants described the course as therapeutic in nature and allowed them to ‘vent’ about their challenges among an understanding cohort. Through course attendance, participants described feeling a sense of camaraderie and developed new friendships they would not otherwise have acquired. These ideas parallel previous research suggesting that the acquired social support gained from a group FLE format is perhaps as important to Latino participants as the course content itself (e.g., Skogrand, Torres, & Higginbotham, 2010).

Group format interventions facilitate social support by allowing participants to get to know each other, show empathy, observe how others handle similar challenges, and build social networks that last beyond the duration of the course (Potter-Efron, 2005; Skogrand et al., 2010). Among Latino participants, these social supports may be particularly beneficial given the cultural importance of talking among individuals (Ernst, 1992). Conducting AME in group settings is not uncommon; however, traditional AME is often facilitated in therapeutic settings where small groups of ten or fewer members are included (Potter-Efron, 2005). This study suggests that moderate-sized groups, up to 14 participants in this study, may also benefit from AME given in a non-therapeutic educational setting.

The second theme related to research question two focused on the recognition of the cultural influences of anger within the Latino culture. Although small, this theme seemed significant among study participants as they discussed how feelings of anger were ingrained within and directly impacted the Latino community. For some, anger was seen as a normal part of life – a characteristic passed down from generation to generation resulting in negative familial outcomes. In summation, RELAX provided a unique venue in which participants could share how anger impacted and was a part of the Latino community.

Previous literature examining the prevalence of anger among different ethnic groups is mixed, indicating little consensus among scholars as to whether anger exists more in one ethnic group over another (Johns, Newcomb, Johnson, & Bradbury, 2007). However, some cultural characteristics may help explain why anger was perceived as part of the Latino culture by participants in this study. For example, Latinos are historically depicted as hyper-masculine and aggressive. This is in part due to the cultural norm of machismo, which generally refers to a standard of behavior exhibited by Latino men (Arciniega, Anderson, Tovar-Blank, & Tracey, 2008). Although some positive characteristics can be taken from this norm, including having strong familial connections and chivalry, many scholars and surveyed Latinos view machismo as a set of negative behaviors and stereotypes citing men as harsh, aggressive, chauvinistic, sexist, and hyper-masculine (Arciniega et al., 2008). Research suggests these negative behaviors can be passed from one generation to the next (Ceballos, 2013), a finding reflected in the current study.
Conclusions and Implications

This study indicates that Latino participants in an AME course can gain important individual and familial benefits. Historically, AME research has primarily targeted high-risk populations that primarily include incarcerated populations, delinquent youth, or couples in counseling services (Ang et al., 2012; Breiner et al., 2012; Mackintosh et al., 2014). Little research exists on the use of AME in less-risky populations, including minority populations in the general population. This study adds to existing knowledge of how Latinos may benefit from AME, including learning anger management and stress reduction skills.

Implications for AME

Findings from this study provide important implications for future AME programming among Latino populations; notably, AME practitioners should carefully consider the relevance of Latino cultural norms, values, and population characteristics as it relates to anger. Among these, include the values of familism, simpatia, and machismo. These values have direct implications for recruiting and retaining program participants, suggested program content, and additional supports that may impact participant outcomes.

Best practices in FLE recommend including children in education programming whenever possible (Duncan & Goddard, 2017). This is especially emphasized when FLE targets Latino populations based on the cultural importance of the family, and in particular, the parent-child relationship, familism. Efforts to include children in FLE, particularly among Latino populations, may experience increased participant recruitment, retention, and improved programmatic outcomes (Skogrand et al., 2009). However, including children in AME may not always be possible or appropriate; therefore, practitioners may wish to focus on tailoring content to the interests and motivations of the target population, such as parents wanting to improve family or parent-child relationships (Skogrand, Reck, Higginbotham, Adler-Baeder, & Dansie, 2010). Since a primary goal of many participants in AME is to improve their anger management for the larger benefit of the family as suggested by this study, future AME practitioners may consider adding verbiage to marketing materials related to the potential benefits to these relationships. Furthermore, content related to the importance of the family and benefits to both the parent-child and couple relationship may be emphasized to foster these important relationships.

Another important cultural value to consider when implementing AME among Latino participants is simpatia. Participants in this study displayed ideas related to simpatia when describing the relief felt in speaking with others like themselves about their anger and the cultural aspects of hiding their anger emotions. This cultural value is critical for practitioners in AME, targeting Latino audiences to understand. Utilizing a strengths-based approach, AME should work to provide a trusted space in which participants can feel validated when expressing emotions and sharing challenges about anger and stress.
One means of creating community is through the use of guided discussions. Within FLE, guided discussions allow participants to gain knowledge from the instructor and classmates who have similar life challenges. Given that increased social support is associated with reduced psychological distress, including decreased symptoms of depression or anxiety during stressful times (Sorkin, Rook, & Lu, 2002), promoting social support among participants through course content or programmatic supports in an AME course may be advantageous.

In providing AME for Latino populations, practitioners should be aware of the realities and perceptions of participants when facilitating conversations related to anger. Practitioners may wish to focus on debunking negative stereotypes related to aggression and the Latino population and instead reinforce positive cultural characteristics, norms, and beliefs. As an example, rather than focusing on negative cultural stereotypes related to machismo, such as the expectation for men to be aggressive, practitioners can instead reinforce this as a positive cultural norm emphasizing the importance of strong fatherhood involvement. Practitioners should be aware of the possible contradictions that exist between how cultural values are academically defined and how they are perceived or stereotyped by Latinos themselves.

A final note for those implementing AME among Latino populations is to be aware of the challenges that Latinos face regarding racism and discrimination. As found in this study, anger may be related to ethnic/racial discrimination or immigration status. Past evidence indicates that high levels of perceived and actual discrimination exist among Latinos (Hovey, Rojas, Kain, & Magaña, 2000), resulting in negative physical and mental health outcomes (Williams, Neighbors, & Jackson, 2003). Consequently, it is critical for AME practitioners to understand the complex social issues minority populations experience. For Latinos, this includes but is not limited to citizenship status, discrimination, and the ability to speak English. Unlike Caucasian participants, immigrant Latinos may have additional needs that go beyond the services being provided (Radina, Wilson, & Hennon, 2009). Therefore, practitioners should consider providing additional resources relevant to the targeted population. This will not only contribute to positive programmatic outcomes but will also foster trust and respect (Santiago-Rivera et al., 2002).

**Study Limitations**

Although the findings from this study provide important insights into the benefits Latino participants may gain from an AME program, limitations remain in the current study. First, this study utilized a focus group, qualitative methodology. Therefore, the findings from this study cannot necessarily be generalized to the larger population nor all Latino groups. Significant diversity exists within the Latino population (Kumpfer, Alvarado, Smith, & Bellamy, 2002). This study focused on Latino participants from one Midwestern state, which may not accurately reflect the diverse beliefs and practices of Latinos across the U.S. Practitioners should, therefore, consider the origins, language, acculturation, and other diversity issues relevant to their targeted Latino population when considering AME implementation. Second, the sample of
this study included mostly females who may have experienced the RELAX program differently than men. Future research should strive to obtain data from additional male participants.
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